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Abstract—Discrete and Continuous Collision Detection is two 
common fields in Collision Detection research area where it helps 
to determine time and point of contact when two object intersect. 
Each technique increase speed and accuracy of the simulation 
itself but depending on application, we need to have specific 
solution of collision detection technique. Most computer games 
and simulation maintain speed as the main important elements 
while others such as medical and mechanical simulation needs to 
have a very high precision collision detection technique. Thus, an 
algorithm for the optimal distance computation algorithm for 
continuous collision detection is shown in this paper. The basic 
idea is to use an AABB for both object triangles and creating a 
moveable origin point called Dynamic Origin Point (DyOP). 
DyOP created by using minimum and maximum point of both 
AABBs where it dynamically changes whenever the object move. 
This is a novel algorithm that works better than the previously 
known Gilbert Keerthi-Johnson algorithm and Lin-Canny 
algorithm where it helps to reduce the complicated test and 
implementation. We have shown that our technique is performed 
faster than the previous algorithms by increasing speed and 
nearly approximate the good distance between two nearly 
intersected triangles.
Keywords— collision detection, virtual environment, distance 
computation, computer graphics
I. INTRODUCTION
In developing 3-Dimensional (3D) world, various 
considerations must be taken into account before the simulation 
is going to be online for real-time visualization. Number of 
polygons for each Virtual Environment application depends 
heavily on the technique that the designer is going to develop 
and propose. One might want to build a virtual city just to 
highlight the environment for virtual tourism purpose while 
others is really pun into concentration on building a real-time 
simulation consisting complex objects that could test their 
propose technique. For collision detection technique, the 
researcher can just test the contact between two polyhedral, 
which is a rigid bodies simulation. Hence, it is essential for 
researchers or designers to properly getting the information 
require when building Virtual Environment (VE) application 
such as medical simulation and computer games development.
Determining the precise contact between two or more 
polyhedral is not an easy task as every time steps and 
movement of the objects must be calculated and computed. 
Hence, the collision detection system must be properly 
installed in the simulation or computer games in order to 
maintain the realism of the surrounding environments. 
However, the problem exists where the collision response can 
only manage to react once the collision has been collided 
before sending information that the objects has come into 
contact. The matter of this event is how long computer can 
receive input from the collided objects back to the collision 
detection mechanism. Important input such as time of contact, 
location of the contact and time lapse between reporting this 
event back is required in order to maintain the stability of the 
simulation. [1-7].  
In this research, we have proposed a theoretical framework 
on how to precisely know the exact distance between two 
convex polyhedral compared to other methods. Instead of 
performing complex algebraic solution that has been used in 
various techniques to determine the distance computation 
algorithm in determining collision, we have proposed a 
technique that use the efficiency of Axis-Aligned Bounding-
Box (AABB) that create boundary surrounding the last piece of 
triangle in Bounding-Volume Hierarchies (BVH). This 
technique is called Dynamic Object Point for Distance 
Computation (DOPDC) technique. It explicitly used the inner 
and outer AABB capabilities that have been created using 
dynamic parallel lines. Section II will describe about previous 
works on collision detection and distance computation 
algorithms. Section III explained in detailed regarding 
Bounding-Volume Hierarchies and the theoretical framework 
and the pseudo code of the algorithm along with the analysis. 
Section IV conclude our framework.
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Collision detection research studies have been performed 
well by many top researchers in various fields such as 
computational geometry, robotics, computer games and 
animation and computer graphics [3, 8-24]. Some of the main 
references for other researcher in term of survey papers are 
[22, 25-32]. Hence in this section, we described few selected 
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Figure 2 Outer AABB for removing those lines that are not required 
for Distance Computation Calculation
Figure 4 Final configuration of Distance Computation calculation 
where points/lines that close to only the nearest intersection of area 
that might come into contact is required
technique that are related to the work of collision detection 
especially in discrete and continuous collision detection.
III. THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK
In this paper we will describes our theoretical framework of 
our propose technique that use the capabilities of Axis-Aligned 
Bounding-Box to calculate the distance between two objects 
down to the distance between two triangles.
A. Region Creation
At first, from the Bounding-Volume Hierarchies (BVH) 
that enclosed the triangle down to the last piece of triangle, we 
will use the AABB for each of the triangle that approximately 
close to each other. By maintaining one of the axes that has the 
shortest distance between two AABBs, we can create an 
invisible AABB just to enclose both of BV into one 
(combined). By doing this, we can get a new region that has 
two triangle that might close together to create a contact or 
determine the contact between them. Figure 1 explain how one 
of the axes can approximately know which triangles that most 
likely can come into contact and then determine the distance.
B. Parallel Line Elimination using Outer AABB techniques
Parallel Line Elimination (PLE) stands for elimination of 
the axes lines that we do not require for distance computation 
between both triangles. In this case, we need to search for any 
lines that we do not need for intersection and distance 
computation testing. Figure 2 explains the situation.
From the Figure 2, we found that using the maximum and 
minimum point that created AABB, we can do the elimination.  
Given Axmin and Axmax  as minimum and maximum points of 
first triangle (the leftmost), and Bxmin and Bxmax for the second 
triangle (the rightmost). First we will perform comparison 
between Axmin and Bxmin in order to determine which one will be 
having the greater or lower value. We perform elimination or 
remove the lower value, as it is not require for distance 
computation algorithm. This only applies for X-axis where the 
nearest distance most likely to lies between Axmax and Bxmin.
Thus in this case Axmin is lower that Bxmin and we will select 
Axmin as candidate to be removed from our distance 
computation calculation. The same thing applies for maximum
points comparison between both triangles in X-axis where 
between Axmax and Bxmax, only Bxmax will be removed from our 
calculation as the Bxmax is largest value of all X-axis. In short, 
between Axmin , Axmax  , Bxmax, and Bxmin, remove any points that 
has highest and lowest X-axis values thus leaving only the X-
axis point that most likely the nearest of X-axis that can come 
into contact.
Outer AABB is one of the techniques that can be used to 
eliminate those lines that we do not need in order to calculate 
the distance between those two triangles. By finding the 
maximum and minimum points of all triangles (that we used to 
create AABB for each triangle), we can create a new Outer 
AABB to find any points that belong to Outer AABB creation. 
In previous paragraph we have explained how to find the 
lowest and highest value for each axis. However, we can 
perform faster elimination by performing Outer AABB 
technique. Figure 3 shows Outer AABB technique.
It works be enclosing the triangle that might come into 
contact (nearest) with the big AABB. Then, once we have 
found points that created Outer AABB (big AABB), we can 
determine which point that most likely to create them. In this 
case, Aymax,  and Bymin are belongs to Outer AABB creation and 
thus we removed them from our distance computation 
calculation. Figure 4 shows the final configuration for us to 
compute the distance.
C. Midpoint of AABB
From a closer look at the ‘empty box’ that lies between the 
two triangles in AABB, we now can find the midpoint of the 
AABB as one of the main component for distance computation 
calculation. We will then transforming the old origin point 
located at the coordinates (0,0,0) into the new one (let say 
Figure 1 Parallel Line Elimination process to remove any lines 
that we do not require for nearest intersection contact.
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Xneworigin, Yneworigin, and Zneworigin). Figure 5 explains the 
procedure to determine a new origin point for distance 
computation algorithm that we develop.
From Figure 5, a New Origin Point (NOP) can easily be 
calculated by using the formula below:
????? ? ?????
?
? ????????
the same process will happens to the y coordinate by changing
it to:
????? ? ?????
?
? ????????
Once NOP has been calculated, we will save it into the 
memory for distance computation calculation after this. 
D. Figures and Tables Middle Box of AABB for 
Intersection Points
The Middle Box of AABB is an “empty box” that 
temporarily created to find the midpoint of rectangle in order 
to initialize NOP. Once the NOP has been saved into memory, 
the process of distance computation calculation continues with 
the process of finding the nearest side of triangle that may 
come into contact. Figure 5 shows the corresponding behavior 
that need to be check in order to find the nearest side of 
triangle.
????????? ?
????? ? ?????
????? ??????
? ? ??
?????????? ?
????? ? ?????
????? ? ?????
? ? ??
where ????????? is the interception of y axis that need to be 
calculated first.
From the Figure 5, the process of finding the right edge of 
intersection area started by using all points that created the 
Middle Box of AABB. By utilizing the Axmax, Aymin, Bxmin, and 
Bymax, we can easily create an edge and thus it can be declared 
as the nearest edge that might come into contact. Line 
equations for both edges must be calculated in order to obtain 
points or triangle that intersected with a line that is created 
from the NOP to both edges. From Figure 6, we can obtains 
two line equations of two points.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORKS AND ANALYSIS
In our experiments, we have conducted two tests that 
represented the speed of the distance computation and the 
accuracy of the distance by comparing with all the algorithms. 
We have loaded the environment with 10 types of triangles 
that is iterated with different types of triangle. From 10 types 
of triangle, we iterated for 90 times where each triangle will be 
tested against another shape of triangle. Our experiments do 
not involve the same type of triangle in order to maintain the 
randomization of our algorithm with others. Moreover, it is a 
rare case where each triangle in certain object will be tested 
against the same size. For example, if the object contains more 
than 1 million of triangle in random movement and angle, 
compute the distance with another object that also might have 
more than 1 million of triangle, thus, it will have a very 
minimum percentage that we will be having the same triangle 
size intersection. Hence in this experiments, we conducted 90 
tests (where each triangle will be tested with the other nine 
thus resulting 90 tests) in order to perform analysis of DyOP, 
Lin Canny, and GJK algorithm.
In this experiments, we set up the environment by iterating a 
moving triangle with a static triangle. Each moving triangle 
will be tested against another shape of triangle. Given the 
name for each triangle is Obj1 until Obj10, thus we iterated 
Obj 1 with Obj2, Obj1 with Obj3, Obj1 with Obj4, Obj1 with 
Obj5, Obj1 with Obj6, Obj1 with Obj7, Obj1 with Obj8, Obj1 
with Obj9, and Obj1 with Obj10. Where Obj1 became the 
moving triangle candidate while others become the static 
triangle for our experiments. For another iteration, we will 
repeat the process for Obj2, Obj3 until Obj10 and skipped any 
same Obj testing. In this case, no such thing as Obj1 with 
Obj1, Obj2 with Obj2, and others. For all triangles, a total 90 
iterations/tests will be conducted. We also setup a fixed 
distance for all algorithms. Instead of randomization, we need 
to check the efficiency of the algorithm by maintaining only a 
single fixed distance. Thus, all the algorithm will be conducted 
Figure 5 Middle Box of AABB located just between two 
triangles and contains Middle Point AABB or NOP 
Figure 6 Trigonometric rules of finding the distance between 
two points
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their test using the same distance check. The time frame is 
captured for nine iterations for each Obj1 until Obj10. Figure 
7 shows our result of this experiment.
Figure 7 Speed Computation for Distance Computation 
Based on figure 7, the highest of percentage between 
DyOP and LinCanny algorithm is 187.2727273% while the 
lowest being 75%. This means that our DyOP has proven to 
provide faster distance computation algorithm other than the 
other algorithms. We also have a 107.2727273% increase for 
DyOP versus GJK algorithm and the lowest being 78.125%. 
This proven enough to us that our algorithm works in better 
efficiency than the other algorithms.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented our current research progress on 
development of a novel algorithm of Distance Computation 
using Axis Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) Parallel 
Distribution of Dynamic Origin Point. Currently, the 
experimental process in being carried out using C++
programming language in Visual Studio C++ 2010. Stanford 
3D model has been used in our experiments in order to 
maintain the standard 3D object that had been used for 
collision detection testing. 
Based on all experiments, we concluded that our proposed 
algorithm of DyOP is more superior to the other two 
algorithms of GJK and Lin-Canny. The speed of computing
distance is increase between ranges of 150% to 180% for 
certain type of triangles. Although the implementation of GJK 
and Lin-Canny is following the implementation style of our 
code is not based on any other codes. But we followed strictly 
the concept of GJK and Lin-Canny in order to avoid any 
changes of the method. This is because there is numerous 
implementation style and code exists for both method but all 
just follow the same concept with their own style of 
implementation. However, in this research, all the concept and 
theoretical aspect of GJK and Lin-Canny is based on the
original paper.
Our DyOP algorithm is implemented in 2D environment 
where it is the easiest part to see the contribution of this 
algorithm. It is the fundamental idea that we need to chase 
down to the bottom of complex model, which is a triangle in 
order to visualize properly what is the idea of DyOP compared 
to any other methods. Moreover, it is to give other researcher 
about an overview about this new and novel algorithm at the
fundamental level before implement it into any other 
applications. However, our experiments is just based on
distance computation only and not involving any collision 
response or penetration distance calculation.
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